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Abstract

Structured documents (e.g., SGML) can benefit a lot
from database support and more specifically from object-
oriented database (OODB) management systems. This
paper describes anaturai mapping from SGML documents
into 00DB’s and a formal extension of two 00DB query
languages (one SQL-like and the other calculus) in order to
deal with SGML document retrieval.

Although motivated by structured documents, theexten-
sions of query languages that we present are generai and
useful for a variety of other 00DB applications. A key

element is the introduction of paths as first class citizens.

The new features allow to query data (and to some extent

schema) without exact knowledge of the schema in a simple

and homogeneous fashion.

1 Introduction

Structured documents are central to a wide class of

applications such as software engineering, libraries,

technical documentation, etc. They are often stored in

file systems and document access tools are somewhat

limited. We believe that (object-oriented) database

technology (OODB) can bring a lot of benefit to

documents management, e.g., recovery, concurrency

control and high level query capabilities. In particular,

whereas existing tools for accessing documents are

sophisticated with respect to pattern matching facilities,

they do not support queries on non textual data, often

totally ignore document structure, and are extremely

primitive from a logical viewpoint. For these reasons, we

introduce extensions of an OODB data model and of two

query languages (one SQL-like and the other calculus)

to fit the needs of structured document storage and
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retrieval. The main contribution of the paper resides

in novel language features that are important beyond

the scope of structured documents.

The Standard General Mark-up Language (SGML)

[2] is becoming de facto the standard for structured

document creation and exchange. An SGML document

has a hierarchical structure satisfying a document
type definition (DTD). In the spirit of [4], we design

a mapping from DTD’s to 00DB schemad. It

will be shown that, although straightforward, this

mapping requires structuring primitives such as ordered

tuples, lists, and union types. To the best of our

knowledge one of the existing 00DB management

systems (OODBMS) provide all the needed features.

We choose as a target system the 02 00DBMS [15]

for its type system and moreover for its elegant query

language OZSQL [8]. The first part of our work consists

of an appropriate extension of the 02 data model in

order to facilitate the mapping from SGML documents

to Oz instances.

Once in the database, documents can be queried like

other data. However, standard query languages lack

features that are essential for documents retrieval such

as pattern matching facilities and querying data without

exact knowledge of its precise structure. We introduce

appropriate extensions of 00DB query languages to

answer these needs as well as those induced by the new

structuring primitives. The new features lead into a

number of subtle issues, in particular, with respect to

typing. We demonstrate how these can be resolved by

formally presenting an extension of the 00DB calculus

underlying IQL [6].

The most interesting novelty (from a technical view-

point) comes from the use of paths (to navigate through

the database objects/values). In the language, paths are

first class citizens and in particular, path variables may

be used in queries. We will see how these new features

1The inverse mapping from database schema/instances to
SGML DTD/docurnents also opens interesting perspectives for
exchanging information between heterogeneous databases, writing

reports, etc. This is not considered in the present paper.



can be incorporated in 02 SQL allowing to query doc-

uments (even without precise knowledge of their struc-

ture) in a simple and homogeneous fashion. For in-

stance, we will show how to obtain the “difference” be-

tween the structures of two documents with a short and

very intuitive query.

Recently, many researchers have studied the modeling

of document databases [14, 19, 25, 27]. These models

provide only some of the features that, as will be seen in

the sequel, are critical for the representation of SGML

documents. Additionally, several query languages for

structured documents can be found in the literature

[18, 20, 26, 11, 9]. As opposed to these approaches, the
language we propose (i) can be applied in the general

framework of 00DB applications and (ii) allow queries

that address both the content and the structure of

the documents. The 00DB languages presented in

[10, 24] like our language allow to query data with

incomplete knowledge of its structure. Compared to

these, our language has simpler formal foundations and

does not consider paths as strings but as first-class

citizens that can be queried. Finally, the use of paths

relates our language to query languages proposed for

graph databases or hypertext systems, e.g., [13, 7].

Indeed, we believe that our language is particularly

suited for current extensions of SGML to multi and

hypermedia documents such as HyTime [1].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the SGML standard. The mapping from

SGML to the 02 DBMS is defined in Section 3.

Section 4 presents the extension of the OZSQL language

and Section 5 the formal bases for this extension.

Section 6 concludes the paper and briefly presents the

status of the implementation.

2 SGML preliminaries

In this section, we present the main features of SGML

[2, 17], (A general presentation is clearly beyond the

scope of this paper.)

In order to define a document’s logical structure,

SGML adds descriptive mark-up (tags) in document

instances. Each SGML document has: (i) A prologue

including a Document Type Definition (DTD), i.e., a
set of grammar rules specifying the document generic

Iogical structure (see Figure 1); and (ii) a document

instance containing the information content as well

as the tags e.g., the specific logtcal structure of the

document (see Figure 2).

In SGML jargon, the logical components of a docu-

ment are called elements. For example line 2 of Figure 1

defines the structure of the element with name article.

Element names are used as tags in the document. The
specification of an element in the DTD gives its name,

its structure and some indications (e.g., “-0” indicates

1. c! DOCTYPE article [

2.<!ELSMSNT @icle -- (title,n.tbor+,aftl, abstract, section+, AnOwlp

3.c! A’ffLL3T article staas (final I draft) draft #REQL13RElb

4. <! ELEMSNT utk -- (#~DATA)>
5.<!@~M@N’T~U&Or -0 (#PCDATA)>

6.<! ELSMRNT author -0 (#PCDATA)>

7. c! ELSMSNT absuact -0 (#PCDATA>
$.c!ELSMENTsection -0 ((title,body+) I (title, body*, subsectn+))p

9.<!E~M~ ~~~~ -0 (title,body+)>

10. <! ELSMENT body -0 (figure I pamgr)>

11. <! ELEMSNT figure -0 (pknu-e, caption?)>

12. <!ATTLIST figure label ID #IMPLIED>

13. <! ELEMSNT pkmm -0 EM PrY>

14. <! ATTLIST picture sizcx NMTOKEN “ ldcm”

sizey NM31XSN #lMPLISD

fde SNTITY #3MPLIEb

15. <! ELEMENT qdon 00 (#PCDATA&

16. <! SNTITY fde SYSTEM “/u/christop#’fSX/SCIMIJ figl.p” NDATA >

17. <! ELSMENT paragx -0 (#PCDATA~

18. <!ATYLIST paragr reflabel IORRF #REQurRab

19. <! ELEMENT achowl -O (#PCDATA)> ]>

Figure 1: A DTD for a document of type article

that the tag can be omitted if there is no ambiguity).

The element structure is built using other elements or

basic types such as #PCDATA, EMPTY, etc. and con-

nectors that can be further qualified with occurrence

indicators. In particular, the following can be used:

●

●

●

The aggregation connector (“,” ) implies an order
between elements. For example, a figure is composed

of a picture followed by a caption (line 11). There

is also an alternative aggregation connector (“&”)

that does not imply an order.

The choice connector (“]” ) provides an alternative

in the type definition. For instance, element body is

either a figure or a paragraph (line 10).

The optional indicator (“?” ) indicates zero or one

occurrence of an element (e.g., captions in figures

(line 1l)); the plus sign (“+”) indicates one or

more occurrences of an element (e.g., sections in

articles, line 2); and the asterisk (“*” ) zero or more
occurrences.

There are a number of other features in SGML that
we do not present here because of space limitations.

We conclude by mentioning one important modeling

feature. Cross references between elements are specified

using keywords ID (for the element that will be

referenced) and IDREF (for the element referencing it).
For instance, figures may be referenced in paragraphs

(Figure 1 lines 12 and 18).
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Figure 2: An SGML document of type article

3 From SGML to 02

In this section, we consider the representation of SGML

documents in an 00DB, namely 02. We show briefly

what portions of the document model are easily handled

by the database model and the extensions that are

needed to support the rest. We consider the problem

of translation from documents to database instances.

None of the existing 00 DBMS’s provides all the

features we need, We chose OZ [15] because of

(i) its sophisticated type system and (ii) its query

language that can easily be extended, The SGML

hierarchical structure can be naturally represented using

the complex values in 02. Indeed, 02 has an hybrid data

model including objects and constructed values. The

modeling would be more complicated in a pure object

model. The aggregation and list constructors of 02 are

very useful to describe the structure of elements.

Documents possibly require multimedia types (e.g.,

images) that can easily be incorporated into any 00DB

and cross references between logical components that

are easily modeled using object identity. Furthermore,

object sharing provided by 00DB’s is useful for the

manipulation of documents, notably in the support of

their evolution (e.g., versions).

On the other hand SGML document modeling leads
to other requirements mainly related to the use of

connectors and occurrence indicators mentioned in

Se.tion 2 that are miming in 02 and in ofihcr 00DB’S
as well. In particular, two main modeling features lead

to extensions of the data model:

Ordered tuples. The ordering of tuple components

class Article public type tuple (title Thle, arrtbcr,x list (Author), affik Affll,

abatracc Abstract, aectiorw list (Sectina),

aclrrtowk Acknowl, pivate sratrxwstring)

cxmstrainti title !. nil, authnrs !. I@, ebaSract 1. nil,

semioas != Iislo, Starsrsin Set(“fiid”, “drafq

class Tble inherit Text

class Author inherit Text

class Affit inherit Text

class Abarract inherit Text

class Section puhtic type union (al: tupte (titkx TMe, bedie~ list (Body)),

Q mple (titk Title, bodies: list (Body),

subaecrns: list (Subsectn)))

constrairm (al.titte 1= nil, al.tsodies != Iiato)

I (sQ.tiUe != nil, a2.aubaeetns 1= Iisto)

class Subaean public type tuple (title Th.te, bodies tiat (Bcdy))

constrairw title != nil, bodies 1= IL@

class Body pubtic type union (figure Figure, pswagE Paragr)

constraitr~ figure I= nil I pwagr != nil

class Figure pubtic type tuple (pietum Picture, caption: Caption,

label: Ikt (Object))

constrain~ picture != nil

class picture inkit Bitmap

class Caption inherit Text
class Paragr inherit Text

type tuple (private reflatrd Object)

constraint reflabel != nil

class Acknowl inhwit Text

name Ardclex list (Article)

Figure 3: 02 Classes for Documents of Type Article

is meaningful in SGML. Sometimes, the ordering

is imposed; sometimes some flexibility is left. We

propose an original solution based on polymorphism

that blurs the distinction between tuples and lists. A

more ad-hoc solution based on adding to the tuple an

attribute recording the ordering between the fields

would lead to inelegance in the query language.

Union of types. In SGML, alternative structures

may be provided for the same element type. Union

of types is the appropriate solution for this. We felt

that type union is a useful modeling feature that

was missing in 02 and added it to our model. We

use marked union, i.e., a tag specifies the alternative

type that is chosen. Union (generalization) could

also be simulated using multiple inheritance but we

did not adopt this solution that misuses the original

inheritance semantics (specialization). In addition,

this latter solution would needlessly increase the size

of the class hierarchy.

We will see in Section 5 how these features can formally

be added to the model.

The problem of extracting data from sequential

structured fileg hae been quite populrw lately (sea fa*
example [28, 4, 21]). More specifically, our problem

consists in getting an 02 database representation from

an SGML document. In other words, we need to map

a DTD into an Oa schema and a document instance
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into corresponding objects and values. In the spirit of

[4], we propose to do this by annotating SGML DTD’s

(or some intermediate BNF grammar) with semantic

actions. This is quite standard in the compilation field,

see for example [22]. Each SGML element definition

in the DTD is interpreted as a class having a type,

some constraints and a default behavior (i.e., standard

display, read and write methods for each attribute). For

instance, Figure 3 presents the Oz classes corresponding

to the elements definition in the DTD of Figure 1.

An SGML basic type is represented by an 02 class

of an appropriate content type (e.g., Text, Bitmap).

The 02 tuples should be viewed as ordered. The choice

connector (“l”) is modeled by a union type (e. g., class

Body). For unnamed SGML elements defined through

nested parentheses (e.g., (title, body+) line 7, Figure 1),

system supplied names are provided (e.g., al in class

Section, Figure 3). Observe the use of inheritance (in

class Picture) and that of private attributes (e.g., status

in class Article). The element components marked by a

“+” or “*” occurrence indicator are represented by lists

(e.g., attribute authors in class Article). Finally, note

that constraints had to be introduced to capture certain

aspects of occurrence indicators, the fact that some

attributes are required and also the range restrictions.

Constraints will not be considered in this paper.

To conclude this section, it should be noted that the

representation of SGML documents in an 00DB such

as 02 comes with some extra cost in storage. This is

typically the price paid to improve access flexibility and

performance.

4 The Query Language

In this section, we present an extension of the 02 SQL

language. The presentation relies on examples. The

running example uses the 02 schema of the previous
section. The formal foundations are considered in

Section 5.

In the SGML world, documents are usually queried by

means of Information Retrieval Systems (IRS). These

systems provide two main facilities lacking in OODB

query languages: (i) IRS’s provide sophisticated pattern

matching facilities for selecting documents according to
their content relying on full text indexing; and (ii) IRS’S

do not require users to know the exact structure of

documents. Obviously, if we intend to query documents

from a database, we must provide such facilities in the

richer model of the previous section. To answer (i), we

show how sophisticated string predicates are introduced

in the language. Then, to answer (ii), we introduce two

new sorts (PATH and ATT) and their basic operations.

Finally, we show how the extensions of the model impact

the query language. In particular, we show how union

type affects the 02 SQL language. This leads to a

language that combines (we believe nicely) the features

of both IRS and database access languages.

4.1 Querying Strings

The semantics of OZSQL relies on a functional ap-

proach. 02 SQL is defined by a set of basic queries and

a way of building new queries through composition and

iterators. Thus, to add a new functionality to the lan-

guage one often has only to add new basic queries. This

is what we do here.

The next query introduces the predicate cent ains
which offers pattern matching facilities.

Ql: Find the title and the first author of articles

having a section with a title containing the words

?SGML” and “OODBMS”.

select tuple (t: a.title, f first(a.authors))
from a in Articles, s in a.sections

where s.title contains (“SGML” and “OODBMS”)

The contains predicate allows to match a string with

a pattern or a boolean combination of patterns. (Pat-

terns are constructed using concatenation, disjunction,

Kleene closure, etc.) Among other textual predicates,
we only cite near that allows to check whether two

words are separated by, at most, a given number of char-

acters (or words) in a sentence.

From a linguistic viewpoint, this raises no issue. On

the other hand, the integration of appropriate pattern

matching algorithms and full text indexing mechanisms

are interesting technical issues that we are currently

studying. This is clearly beyond the scope of the present

paper.

4.2 Managing Union Types

The introduction of union types involves some se-

rious modification of the type checking of OZSQL

queries aa well as of the evaluation of 0.2 SQL iterators
(select-from-where, exists, etc). We first explain

the typing mechanism.

OZSQL imposes typing restrictions. For instance,

when constructing a collection, we check that its

elements have a common supertype (e.g., sets containing
integers and characters are forbidden). Since we
intruduce union types in the mvdel, we haw tv specify

their subtyping rules. We briefly present the two main

rules here.

There is no common supertype between a union type

and a non union type. Note that this forbids, for
inst ante, to perform an intersection between a set of

integers and a set of (a:integer + b:char)’s.

z. Two union types have a common supertype if they

do not have an attribute (marker) conflict-~i.e., types

with the same attribute a whose domains do not
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have a common supertype). When it exists, the

(least) common supertype of two union types is the

union of the two types. For instance, (a:integer +

b:char + c:string) is the least common supertype

of (a:integer + b:char) and (b:char + c:string).

Note that this second typing rule may result into a

combinatorial explosion of types. However, (i) this

should rarely happen and (ii) some semantic rules

can be added to the 02 SQL typing mechanism in

order to control this inflation.

The following example shows how the 02 SQL evalu-

ation of iterators is modified to take into account union

types.

Q2: Find the subsections of articles containing the

sentence ‘complex object ~).

select ss

from a in Articles, s in a.sections,

ss in s.subsectns

where text (ss) cent ains ( “complex object”)

Compared to Ql, the cent ains operation in query Q2

is evaluated not over individual data objects but over

complex logical objects (e.g., subsectns). For that we

use a system supplied operator text performing an

inverse mapping from a logical object (e.g., a subsectn)

to the corresponding portion of text [5].

Recall now that, in the schema of Figure 3, sections

have a union type: a section marked withal corresponds

to a tuple with attributes title and bodies and a section

marked with a2, to a tuple with attributes title, bodies

and subsectns. In query Q2, the variable ss ranges over

subsectns of sections marked with a2. Two remarks are

noteworthy. First, in the definition of variable ss in the

from clause, the a2 marker is omitted. This syntactic

sugaring is required because users are not always aware

of markers in union types. Second, we do not want the

evaluation to fail on sections whose instance type does

not correspond to the a2 marker (e.g., sections that do

not have subsectns).

To deal with this problem, we introduce the notion of

implicit selectors. 4ny operation on a variable ranging

over a domain with union type implies an implicit

selection. In the above query, the implicit selection

is that s.a2 should be defined. It must be noted that

this mechanism stands only for variables and not for

named instances. For example, suppose the existence

of the name my-section which has been instantiated

with a section marked with al. In this case, the query

my.section. subsectns will return a type error detected

at execution time.

Let us now come back to the syntactic sugaring with

a more complex example. Suppose that, instead of

the subsections, we are now interested by the bodies

of articles. The from clause of the query becomes:

from a in Articles, s in a.sections, b in s.bodies.

Variable b will range over the union of s.al. bodies and

s.az. bodies and two implicit selectors will be used to

avoid failure at evaluation. In this example, both

attributes bodies have the same type. However, this

cannot be guaranteed in all cases. When this is not the

case, a marked union type is generated by the system.

4.3 Querying Paths

In order to query data without exact knowledge of its

structure we introduce two new sorts: PATH and ATT.

A value of the former denotes a path through complex

objects/values (crossing objects, tuples, unions, lists,

etc.) and a value of the latter represents an attribute

name (of a tuple or a marked union). For instance,

.sections[O]. subsectns[O] is a path selecting the attribute

sections of type list, then the first section, the attribute

subsectns of this section and finally the first subsection.

Paths can be queried like standard data. The following

queries illustrate the use of path querying.

Like all types manipulated in 02SQL, PATH and

ATT come with their variables and basic queries. To

distinguish variables according to their sort (standard

data, PATH or ATT), PATH variables are prefixed by

“PATH_” and ATT variables by “ATT-”. In the next

query, my.article is a root of persistence representing an

article. Consider the query:

Q3: Find all titles in my.article.

select t

from my.article PATH-p. title(t)

The result is a set of titles reached by following various

paths in the article structure (general title, title of each

section, subsection, etc.).

In query Q3, the subquery my-article PA TH-p.tiile(i)

illustrates a new basic query. It is a path expression with

variables (here PATH-p and t), whose semantics is dif-

ferent from that traditionally used in path expressions

without variables, These queries return a set of tuples

with one attribute per variable, In the example, it re-

turns a set of tuples with two attributes: t,PATH-p.

The attribute PATH_p ranges over all the path values

that start from the root of my-article and that end with

an attribute named title. The value of attribute t in

tuple (t, PATH-p) corresponds to the title that can be

reached from my-article following the path PATH-p.

Several points need further comments.

1. We may allow the syntactical sugared form

from my.article . . title(t)

if we are not interested in the actual values of path

variables.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Note that the presence of path variables will often

imply that the corresponding data variable is of a
union type. Indeed, following different paths, one

should expect reaching different types. This is par-

ticularly true if we query data from different sources,

e.g., various authors may structure differently sec-
tions.

Path variables may be used outside a from clause

without being defined in such a clause. For instance,

the expression

, my.article PA TH.p. tiile

is a query that returns the set of paths to a title

field.

Paths is a data type that comes equipped with

functions. In particular, list functions can be used

on paths. For instance, suppose that P is a path of

value sect ions[O]. subsectns[O] we can compute the

length of P: length(p) = 4 and project P on its

two first elements: PIO : 1]= .sections[O].

When path variables are used in a path expression,

there is always the possibility of cycles (in the

schema and in the data). Our interpretation avoids

cycles as will be shown in the next section.

To see another example of the use of paths for

querying data with incomplete knowledge of their

structure, let us assume the existence of a name
my.old-article representing an old version of my-article,

Consider {he query:

Q4: Find the structural differences between two

versions of my-article.

my-article PATH_p – my.old_article PATH_p

The left (resp. right) argument of the difference oper-

ation returns the set of paths starting from my_article

(resp. my-old-article). Thus, the difference operation
will return the paths that are in the new version of

my-article and not in the old one. Supplementary con-

ditions on data would allow the detection of possible

updates or moves of individual textual objects within

the document logical structure.
In a last example, we also use attribute variables:
Q5: Find the attributes defined ~n my-arttcle whose

value contains the string “default”.

select

from

Where

In this

name(ATT-a)

my-article PA TH-p. ATT-a (val)

val cent ains ( “final”)

example, the data variable val ranges over

data that can be accessed from my-article foliowing a
path denoted by PA TH.p (which possibly is the empty

path) and ending with the attribute denoted by the
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variable ATT-a. Accordingly, the initial type of val

is the union of all the types found in the structure of
my-article. The subquery val contains (“final”) uses

the implicit selector val. a where a : string represents

an attribute of type string in the corresponding union

type. As a result 02 SQL restricts val to type string.

The returned attributes are those whose value contains

“final”. We believe that this is an important feature of

the extension of 02 SQL allowing the user to perform

search operations like Unix grep inside an 00 DBMS.

Finally, the function name returns a string, the name of

an attribute.

4.4 Querying Attributes on their Position

In this last section, we consider the problem of ordered

tuples. We have seen that the tuples used in the

represent ation of documents are ordered. This implies

that there is another way of viewing a tuple: as an

heterogeneous list. For instance, we suppose that our

database contains letters with a preamble including, the

recipient (attribute to) and the sender (attribute from)

addresses, in permutable order (i.e., introduced by the

SGML “&” connector, see Section 2). Consider the

query:

Q6: Find the letters where the sender precedes the

recipient in the preamble.

select letter

from letter in Letters, letter. preamble[i].to,

letter. preamble fi].frvm

where i<j

In this query, we consider the tuple [to: string, from:

string, . ..] representing the preamble of a letter as a

list of elements belonging to a union type [(to: string

+ from: string + . . .)], each of the types being marked

by the attributes name of the original tuple. Thus, the

from clause of the query defines three data variables:

letter that ranges over the letters, i and j that range

respectively over the positions of markers from and to

in the corresponding letters. The where clause is used

to select the correct triples (letter,ij) and the select

clause returns the corresponding letters.

5 The Formal Model

In this section, we reexamine the issues found in

previous sections by formalizing the data model.

5.1 Preliminaries

For the data structure, we use the formalism of IQL [6]

and 02 [23] with two notable distinctions: (i) marked

union is introduced; and (ii) tuples are ordered. The

new material is highlighted with boxes,

To start, we need a number of atomic types and
their pairwise disjoint corresponding domains: integer,



string, boolean, float. The set dom of atomic values

is the union of these domains. We also need an infinite

set at t of attributes names (al, az, . . .); an infinite set

obj of object identifiers also called oids (c-q, 02, . . .); and

a set class of class names (cl, C2, . . .). A special name

nil represents the undefined value. Given a set O of

oids, a value over O is defined by: (i) nil, and each
element of dom or O, are values over O; (ii) if V1, . . . . Vn

are values, and al, . . . . an distinct attributes, the tuple

[al: vi,.!., an : Vn], the set {VI, . . . . Vn} and the list

[vi,... ], vn are values,

The set of all values over O is denoted val(0). An

object is a pair (o, v) where o is an oid and v a value.

Observe that since we consider ordered tuples, for each

permutation il, . . . . in of 1, . . . . n, which is not the iden-

tity, [al : vl, . . ..an. vn]#[a~, : l)~l,...,aim : vim].

Typing is an essential component in our framework.

Typing is defined with respect to a given set C of

cla.sses2. The types over C, denoted types(C), are

defined as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

integer, string, boolean, float, are types;

the class names in C are types; any (the top of the

class hierarchy) is a type;

if r is a type, [~] and {~} are types (resp. list and

set types);

if ?I, . . .. n-n are types and al, . . . . an attribute

names, [al : T1, . . . . an : Tn] is a (tuple) type;

if rl, . . ..rn are types and al, . . . . an attribute

names, (al: rl +.. . + an : rn) is a (union) type.

Note that we allow marked union a feature not found

in the standard 02 data model. A tuple of the form

[ai : v] (for i in [1,.n]) where v is of type Ti is a value of

the type (al : T1 + . . . + an : Tn ). Another extension

of the 02 data model is that the ordering of tuple

attributes is meaningful. This is to capture the use of

such ordering in, for instance, SGML. It can be easily

ignored for applications where this ordering makes no

sense.

Inheritance is important in the 00DB context (and

perhaps less so in the SGML context). We describe it

next insisting only on the non-standard portion.

A class hierarchy is a triple (C, a, +) where C is

a finite set of class names, a a mapping from C to

types(C), and x a partial order on C. The sub-typing

relationship (s) is defined as in 02 except that we add
two rules. The first one deals with union:

2We follow here the IQL or 02 trad]tion. A class is a tYPing

notion that should not be confused with the class ezt ens ion, the

set of objects of that class. So, the class hierarchy is a hierarchy

of types that is not the class extension hierarchy.

[ai:~i] <(... +ai:~i )...).

Observe that m a consequence of the sub-typing rules,
we now have that:

[a~:q,..., afl :Tn]~[Ui: 7i]<(Ul:T1 +...+ Un:Tn).

Furthermore, we introduce a second new rule to view a

tuDle as a mecial case of heterogeneous list:

I[ai:q,..., un :Tn]<[(q:r l+.. .+an : rn)].l
This allows us to blur the distinction between a

tuple (e.g., [A : 5, B : 6]) and the corresponding

heterogeneous list (e.g., [[A : 5], [B : 6]]). We only

consider well-formed class hierarchies, i.e., hierarchies

(C, u, x) such that for each c, c’, if c + c’, then u(c) ~

a(c’ ). We give now the semantics of classes and types.

Definition Let (C, u,+) be a class hierarchy. A

disjoint oid assignment is a function ~d mapping each

name in C to a disjoint finite set of oids, The oid

assignment ~ (inherited from ~d) is given by: for each

C, T(C) = u{~d(c’) I C’ < C}. ❑

The syntax and semantics of types are now defined

for a given class hierarchy and an oid assignment r.

Given an oid assignment r, the interpretation of a type

r, denoted dorn(r), is given by:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

for each atomic type, take its corresponding domain;

dorn(any) is U{7r(c) I c e C};

for each c E C, dom(c) = n(c) U {nif}.

dom({~}) = {{vi,...,~j} I ~ ~ O, andvi E

dorn(r), i = 1,..., j},

Czor-rl([r]) =

{[W,..., VJ] ljzO, andui~dom(~), i= 1,..., j},

dom([a~ : ~~,. . .,ak : ~~]) =

{[al : ?)l, . . ..ak : vk, . . ..ak+l : Vk+/] I Vi E

dorn(r~), i= 1,..., k;i ~ O}.

dorn(al: q+. ..+a~: T~)=

(J{dOT71([Ui : Vi]) [ 1 ~ i ~ k}. I
1 1

By abuse of notation, we denote by dom the mapping

which associates to each type T the set of (s) equiv-

alence classes of the elements in dom(r). Then one

can show that for each T, T’ in types(C), if r ~ r’,

dom(t) ~ dom(t’). For instance, to blur the distinc-

tion between a tuple and the corresponding heteroge-

neous list, consider the equivalence relation obtained

with: [al : vi, . . ..ak : Vk] s [[al : vi], . . ..[ak : Vk]]

for each tuple [al : ~i, . . . , ak : Vk]. It must be stressed

that the typing mechanism of the extended 02SQL (see

Section 4.2) relies on the above subtyping rules.

To conclude these preliminaries, we present schemas

and instances and comment on their definitions. Our
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schema does include methods in the style of 02 but we

do not discuss methods here and introduce them just

for the sake of completeness.

Definition A schema S is a 5-tuple (C, u, ~, Al, G)

where (C’, a, +) is a well-formed class hierarchy; M is a

set of method signatures; and G is a set of names (the

roots of persistence) with a type type(g) associated to

each name g in G. ❑

Definition An instance I of schema (C’, a, +, M, G) is a

4-tuple (~, v, p, y), where (i) n is an oid assignment and

O = U{m(c) 1c 6 C’}; (ii) v maps each object to a value

in val(0) of correct type (i.e., for each c, and o c ~(c),

v(o) c dorn(u(c))); (iii) p assigns a semantics to method

names in agreement with the types of metho,ds given in

M; and (iv) y associates to each name in G of type ~,

a value in dom(r). ❑

5.2 The Calculus

We define a many sorted calculus in the spirit of [3].

The sort issue is quite intricate and we will come back

to this in Subsection 5.3. For the time being, we only

distinguish between three sorts: val, att and path. All

variables have one of these sorts. The main additions

are the introduction of attribute and path variables

to provide more flexibility in querying data without

precisely knowing its structure. Therefore most of our

presentation is devoted to presenting and discussing

path expressions.

As we have seen in Section 4 paths allow to navigate

within database objects/values. Within a data value, if

we are located at a tuple or a marked union, we may

follow an attribute selector3 (a below); if we are at a

list, we may choose an element of the list ([i] below); if

we are at a set, we may choose an element of the set ({o}

below). Finally, if we are at an object (and so reached

the frontier of a value), we may use dereferencing (~

below). Formally, a path variable will be interpreted

using concrete paths which are sequences of
1 “a” where a is an attribute name;

2. [i] where i is an integer;

3. ~ (dereferencing);

4. {v} where v is a value.

Several examples of concrete paths can be found in

Subsection 4.3.
The set of all concrete paths is denoted path.

Observe that as defined here a path is allowed to cross

the boundary of the value of an object; as a consequence,

it may be the case that the number of concrete paths in

a database is infinite because of the existence of cycles.

Our semantics will enforce that only a finite number of

concrete paths will be considered when navigating from

a given value.

3Although not done here it is also possible to consider paths
that goes though method calls.

We denote variables with capital letters. We use

three disjoint alphabets of variables: (i) data vari-

ables (X, Y, Z possibly with subscripts); path variables

(P, Q, R possibly with subscripts); attribute variables

(A, B, C possibly with subscripts). We next define at-

tribute terms, path terms and data terms.

An attribute term is either an attribute name or an

attribute variable. Now, path terms are given by:

1. each path variable is a path term;

2. c (the empty string) and ~ are path terms;

3. if A is an attribute term, then A is a path term;

4. if i is an integer term4, then [i] is a path term;

5. if P, Q are path terms and X is a data variable,

then PQ, P(X), P{X} are path terms.

Finally, we define the data terms which are given by:

1. each name in G, each atomic value (nil, elements

of dom or O), and each data variable are data

terms;

2. iftl,. . . , G are data terms and Al, ..., An att-

ribute terms, then [tl, . . .,tn], [Al : tl, . . .,An :

tn] and {t I,... , in} are data terms;

3. iftl,. . . >tm are data terms and n-s a method in
Ivf, then m(tl,...,tn)is a data term;

4. if t is a data term and P a path term, then tP is

a data term.

To illustrate these definitions, suppose that we are

interested in the third chapter of second volume of

Knuth, and suppose that we have Knuth.Books aa

a root of persistence. Then this information can be

reached by:

KnuthJ?ooks P ovo/urnes[2] Q . chapters[3](X).

This assumes that a tuple with an attribute vol-

umes (the list of volumes) can be reached from the

persistent root Knuth-Books and from a volume, one

can reach a tuple (or a marked union) with an at-

tribute chapters (the list of chapters). Here, for in-

stance, P. vo/urnes[2] Q. chapters[3] is a path term and

Knuth-Books P. vo/urnes[2]Q. chapters [3] a data term.

The data variable X will denote the relevant chapter.

The core calculus

The atoms are first formed from the data terms using

equality, containment, and membership. If t, t’are data
terms, then t x ti,t G t’,t ~ t) are atoms. Since

we are particularly interested in the specification of

paths, we introduce a second kind of atoms, namely path

predicates. If VP is a term with v a data term and P a

path term, then (vP) is an atom. The interpretation of

path predicates is as follows. A ground path predicate

(vP) holds if an instance of P is a concrete path from

4Strictly speaking, we do not have integer types at this stage.

We can just aasume that only valuations to integers will be defined

when indexing lists. This issue will disappear when we introduce

typing in the next section
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the root of v. An example of path predicate is given by:

(I{nuth-l?ooks P . status(x))

which should be interpreted as P is a path from the root

of Krzuth.l?ooks to a tuple (or a marked union) with

an attribute status whose value is denoted by X.

The literals are obtained from atoms using conjunc-

tion (A), disjunction (V), negation (-I) and quantifica-

tion over data, path and attribute variables (3, V). A

qz6ery is an expression {xl, . . .,xn I p} were 21, . . .,zn

are the only free variables in p.

The semantics is then (almost) standard. The

semantics of data terms will be within the set val of

values; the semantics of path terms within path, and

that of attribute terms within at t.

Range-Restrict ion

We impose range-restrictions in the style of [3]. All

variables in a formula must be range restricted. The

reader will find in [3], the range-restrictions coming

for instance from the use of equality, membership or

containment. We insist here only on the novel aspect,

the range-restriction obtained from path expressions.

Consider path predicates. The role of such predicates

is twofold: (i) state the existence of paths, and (ii)

range restrict the variables specified on the path. More

precisely, a path variable or an attribute variable are

range-restricted if they occur in a path from a root

of persistence or from a range-restricted variable. For

instance, in
(I{nuth-Books P ~volumes[2] Q

chapters[J](X) . A(Y)) A Y = ‘(Introduction”

the variables P,Q,J ,X,A,Y inherit their range-restriction

from Knuth.Books.

A subtlety is the interpretation of path variables.

Consider a database of persons with spouses and the

data term Alice P name. For path ~, the data term

denotes Alice’s name, for path h husband ~, it denotes

Alice’s husband’s name, etc. There are alternatives for

interpreting such path variables:

The semantic we choose: Paths variables are inter-

preted by concrete paths with no two dereferencing

of objects in the same class5. For instance, the path

~ husband - will not be considered since it would

involve two dereferencing of Person. This guaran-

tees safety and indeed as we will see the resulting

language can be implemented with efficient algebraic

techniques. Observe also that queries going more in

depth in the search can still be specified using paths
of the form P + P’. etc.

A more liberal semantics: One can alternatively

allow paths that are not visiting twice the same

5 This is a forward pointer since we didn’t mention typing yet.

object (vs. the same class). This forces to consider

paths of unbounded length, i.e., length determined

by the data and not the schema and to introduce a

loop detection mechanism.

In hypertext applications, navigation is crucial and the

liberal semantics should be used. In this paper, we use

the restricted path semantics. We believe that such

form of recursive navigation within the data structure

is not necessary for structured documents. (Recursion

can always be simulated with method calls.)

Observe that the language allows to query paths and

attributes. M’e consider examples of queries involving

path expressions:

In which attribute, can “Jo” be found?

{A [ 3P((Knuth-Books P . A(X)) A X = “Jo”)}

Which paths lead to “Jo”?

{PI (Knuth-Books P(X)) A X = “JO”}

What are the new paths in Dot?

{PI (~OC P) A -(0/d-Dot P)}

What are the new titles in Dot?.

{XI 3P((Doc P . tit/e(X)))

A-3 P’((0/dJloc P’. title(X)))

Finally it must be stressed that any 02 SQL query of the

form Doc PATH_p[i] .ATT-a(x) . . . can be translated

into a calculus expression of the form:

{[P, I, A, X,...] I (DOC P[~ A(X)...)}.

Interpreted Predicates and Functions

Our calculus also uses interpreted functions and pred-

icates in the style of [3]. We assume that a set of in-

terpreted functions and a set of interpreted predicates

are given. For instance, for information retrieval, pat-

tern matching is essential. This can be captured by

appropriate interpreted functions and predicates. For

instance, we assume that we have an interpreted predi-

cate contains that we can use with patterns.

Interpreted predicates and functions may be useful

also for the path and attribute domains. For instance,
the functions length and name of the previous section

can be used aa follows:
{x [ 3P ((KnuthJ?ooks P(X) ~title)

A length(p) < 3)}

{Xl 3P, A ((Knuih.Books P . A) A name(A)

contains “(tl T)itle” A iength(P) < 3)}.

Finally, observe that the result of a query is always

a set6. To obtain lists, interpreted functions such

as setdoJist or sort-by could be introduced in the

language. Consider a persistent root MyList of type

[(a : string+ b : string)], i.e., a list of a or b-strings. A
list of the b-strings occurring after an a-string is given

by:

{Y I Y = set.toJist({X I 21, J((MuList[Il . a)

A (MyList[J] . b(X)) A I < J)})}.

6This is also a limitation of standard relational calculus.
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This query also illustrates the nesting of queries in a

calculus a la [3].

5.3 Typing

Typing is a fundamental programming discipline. We

focus here on only one of its aspects crucial in databases,

namely, its role for the algebraization of programs and

therefore their optimization.

For us, typing is essentially a consequence of range

restriction. Given a formula p over a schema S, one

infers the precise types of each data variable basically

by following the testing for range-restriction: once the

range of a variable is known, it determines its type. Let

us consider query:
{XI 3P (( K7zuth.Books P . sections{X}))

A X . title = Y A Y contains “type”}.

Then X obtains its range-restriction from Knuth.l?mks

and has the type r.e~tio~; and Y obtains its range-

restriction from X and has the type string. However,

the polymorphism obtained from using attribute and

path variables complicates the issue, For instance, con-

sider variable X in the formula

ElP((KnuthJ300ks P(X). tit~e)).

Suppose that X may a volume, chapter, section or

subsection. The type of X is a union:

where ~i are system supplied attribute names. Observe

that (as usual when considering union types) this may

result in a combinatorial explosion and resulting types

which are unions of many types. Observe also that the

“interesting” valuations may also be restricted by the

types as in:

3P((KnuthJ?ooks P(X) . title)

A “D. Scott” E X . review).

If only chapters have reviewers, then only valuations

of X with chapters may occur in the result. We now

have to make two comments. Firstly, strictly speaking,

the type of X is a marked union, so we should be

using X oa~ . review for some i (see below Important

Omissions). Secondly, what is the meaning of X .
review when X is of type, say raub~ectn. We will

assume that each atom where this occurs is false. It

is important to see that this is not a way of turning off
the type checking: if no alternative of the type union

has an attribute review, this leads to a type error.

To conclude this section, let us reconsider the example

of letters with to and from fields to illustrate the

subtlety of marked union and its interaction with

ordered tuples in the formal setting.

Example Consider a root of persistence Letters which

is of type

[( al : ~rom : string, to : string, coded : string]

+ q : [to : string, from : string, cod ent : string])],

i.e. a list of tuples where the attribute to comes before or

after the attribute from. If we know the exact structure,

it suffices to query:

{Y [ 31(Letters[q . al(Y))}

to obtain the letters starting with the attribute from.

Else, a more involved equivalent query uses the ordering

of the tuple:

(~) {Y 13A, 1, J, K((Letters[~ oA(Y)[J] oto)
A (Leiters[~ . A[K] cfrom) A J < K)}.

We are using here the fact that a tuple is also an

heterogeneous list. In the formula, Letters[q denotes

the 1-th letter, A is an attribute (al or a2), Y is the

desired letter, J is the rank of the attribute to, and K

that of the attribute from.

In (~), there is still some inelegance in the use of

a variable (A) to denote an attribute (al or C-42)not

present in the original view of the document. To solve

the problem we use the following syntactic sugaring.

Important Omissions

Marking attributes (attributes used as markers in the

marked union) can be omitted in queries. In 02 SQL

(see Section 4.2) this was referred as implicit selectors.

This is clearly at the cost of some little extra work for

the type checker but is imposed by the fact that the

user ignores these attributes. This allows to directly

“project” on the attribute to as in:

{XI 31( Letters[ll . to(X))}

to obtain the set of letter recipients. This also allows to

slightly simplify query (t):

{Y I 31, J, K((Letters[q(Y)[J] . to)

A (Letiers[q[K] . from) A J < K)}.0

5.4 Algebraization (sketch)

First consider the restriction of the calculus obtained

by disallowing attribute and path variables. An algebra

can be obtained in the spirit of the algebras for com-
plex objects (e.g., [3, 12]). To handle union of types,

a variant-based selection (using implicit selectors) over

heterogeneous sets (or lists) haa in particular to be in-

troduced. Next, consider the subset of the calculus ob-

tained by allowing formulas of the form
(*) 3P1,..., Pn, A1, A~(V)~(V)

where q contains no quantification over path or at-

tribute variables. By analysis of the query using schema

information, one can find candidate valuations for the

P, and Aj. Therefore, one can transform the query into

a union of queries with no attribute or path variables.

This may result in introducing new variables to quan-

tify over the elements of a set or a list. Also, we may

have to introduce marking before being able to do the

union.

In general, one can show that an arbitrary calculus

query can be translated into a boolean combination of
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queries of the form (*). This provides an algebraiza.tion

of the calculus.

Remark: Although not done here, it is possible to

extend the equivalence between relational calculus and

algebra to this extended calculus and algebra. The

mapping between 02 SQL and calculus/algebra can also

be demonstrated. 0

To conclude, observe that this technique would

not work if we choose the liberal semantics for path

expressions. Indeed, if we want to compile queries to

algebra expressions in this larger setting, our algebra

should include some form of transitive closure/fixpoint

operator.

6 Summary

In this paper a mapping from SGML documents to an

OODB was defined. This required the extension of the

02 data model [23] to union types (in the spirit of IQL

[6]) and ordered tuples. We then extended the 02 query

language to deal with these new features and with the

requirements of documents retrieval such as querying

data with incomplete knowledge of their structure. The

formal bases for these new features uses an extension of

the calculus of [3]. Although motivated by structured

documents, the new query facilities should be useful to

a variety of other 00DB applications. Among other

facilities the introduction of paths as first class citizens

allows users to query data (and to some extent schema)

without exact knowledge of the schema in a simple and

homogeneous fashion,

The work described here is currently being imple-

mented on top of the 02 DBMS. In particular, an ex-

tension of the Euroclid SGML parser [16] haa been de-

veloped to translate SGML documents into 02 schemas

and instances. This extension requires the annotation of

the BNF grammar generated by the parser, with appro-

priate semantic actions. The extension of 02 SQL is also

being designed. Optimization is crucial in this context.

We mentioned already on-going studies for the integra-

tion of full-text indexing facilities. Query optimization

techniques were already presented in [4]. An other key

aspect is that of providing the means to update the doc-

ument from the database. The update semantics for this

context is the topic of [5].
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